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          WebViewer Version: 8.2.0

Do you have an issue with a specific file(s)? N/A

Can you reproduce using one of our samples or online demos? N/A

Are you using the WebViewer server? No

Does the issue only happen on certain browsers? N/A

Is your issue related to a front-end framework? N/A

Is your issue related to annotations? N/A

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

How do I catch and log the warnings and errors that web viewer outputs on the console?

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

I have tried the following adding an event listener to the window object:

window.addEventListener('error', (e) => {
    console.log(e.message);
});


As well as override the console.warn function with my own.


function newWarn() {
    alert('test');
}

console.oldWarn = console.warn;
console.warn = newWarn;



But both do not work. Any guidance is appreciated.

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible: N/A

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Web viewer fails to load image
                    


                    How to modify the date and time that appears under an annotation?
                    

                    `showWarningMessage` does not accept object as parameter in typed definition
                    

                    How to update / force render a custom panel
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Play audio files using JavaScript - How to use - Loading as a Script Tag
	CORS for IE9 - Setting up
	Deploying WebViewer on Azure - Quick Start with Web Apps for Containers
	Mendix PDF library

APIs:	Custom
	Core - options
	UI -  dangerouslySetNoteTransformFunction(noteTransformFunction)

Forums:	Handling scroll-click event
	How do i use updateRasterizerOptions API in pdftron?
	To clean signature canvas
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          Hi Adrianm

Can I know why you want to catch errors?

Here is a document for the loading error. You can check it out PDFTron.

Let me know if this help you or not

Best

Jack
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          Thanks for this link, I was able to capture errors no problem.

What I would like to ask now is how would l be able to capture warnings like this? Because the one you gave seems to handle errors only.
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          Hi Adrian

Can I know the reason you want to capture the warning? We currently don’t have any api to capture waring. we have alternative way to disable it. You could check disableLogs in this link PDFTron WebViewer Global. Also maybe you could do this: const oldWarn = instance.UI.iframeWindow.console.warn

Let me if this can help or not

Best

Jack
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